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Introduction 
This special issue contains final versions of five papers presented at the 25th Interna- 
tional Symposium on Mathematical Foundations of Computer Science (MFCS ‘90) 
held in Banska Bystrica, Czechoslovakia on August 27-31, 1990*. The choice of the 
papers in this issue is, of course, biased as any choice of “few” from “many” has to be. 
I was certainly influenced by the opinion of the Program Committee members. The 
main bias, besides my personal preference, comes from the fact that I wanted to stress 
the broad base of topics covered at the MFCS symposia. As you can see, this “broad 
base” represents only the areas of automata and complexity and semantics and logic of 
programs. I hoped to receive papers from other areas of theoretical computer science 
but these two strong currents of research in Czechoslovakia and Poland influenced 
strongly the submissions. 
There is only one paper I want to mention explicitly in this Introduction, since it 
stands out for two reasons. First, it presents the results from the MFCS paper in 
a broader setting, an idea of Luis Rosier which I liked. Second, it is one of the last 
papers (co)authored by Luis Rosier, since he passed away during the preparation of 
this issue. I knew Luis for many years and I will miss him a lot, just as many of you 
who knew him. 
BRANISLAV ROVAN 
*These symposia are being organised alternately in Poland and Czechoslovakia since 1972. The 
Proceedings of MFCS ‘90 appeared as Vol. 452 of the Springer-Verlag Lecture Notes in Computer Science 
series. 
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